Introduction
Stratospheric sudden warmings (SSWs) are prominent disturbances of the Northern Hemisphere (NH) winter stratospheric polar vortex and are also a clear manifestation of the dynamical coupling in the stratosphere-troposphere system. They were first discovered by Scherhag [1952] and are induced by the interaction of upward propagating planetary waves of tropospheric origin with the zonal mean flow [Matsuno, 1971] . By this interaction, the vortex is disrupted in its zonal symmetry and displaced from the pole or split into two vortices, leading to increased temperatures in the polar stratosphere. If additionally the wind at 60
• N, 10 hPa reverses from westerly to easterly, the warming is called a major warming, according to the definition of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO; Labitzke and Naujokat [2000] ). The signature of major sudden warmings can descend to the troposphere and thus even affect surface weather and climate [Quiroz, 1977; Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001; Thompson et al., 2002; Mitchell et al., 2013] ; therefore, the accurate simulation of SSWs and their downward propagating dynamical disturbances yield potential for improving the tropospheric weather prediction skill in climate models [Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001; Thompson et al., 2002; Mitchell et al., 2013] .
The influence of anthropogenic GHGs and ODSs on the polar vortex and SSWs is mainly addressed in model studies using 21st century GHG emission scenarios and comparing them to observations or model simulations of the 20th century. The results are, however, not concordant: while the majority of recent studies shows an increase in SSW frequency under increased GHG forcings [e.g., Huebener et al., 2007; Charlton-Perez et al., 2008; Bell et al., 2009; Schimanke et al., 2013; Ayarzagüena et al., 2013] , one general circulation model study shows a decrease [Rind et al., 1998 ] and others no significant trend [Butchart et al., 2000; SPARC CCMVal, 2010; Mitchell et al., 2012] . Possible causes for changes in SSW frequency under increased GHG conditions are found to be changes in the stratospheric meridional overturning circulation, which itself occurs due to a combination of changes in wave flux from the troposphere into the stratosphere [Ayarzagüena et al., 2013; Schimanke et al., 2013] , and changes in middle atmospheric zonal winds [McLandress and Shepherd, 2009; Schimanke et al., 2013] .
There are still a number of open questions about the influence of natural and anthropogenic factors on the polar vortex and the frequency of SSWs. Nonlinear interactions between the single forcing factors complicate the gain of insight, e.g., because QBO east years tend to coincide with El Niño years. Since observational records of the stratosphere are short and it is complicated if not impossible to separate the influence of the respective factors, we designed sensitivity simulations with a high-top stratosphere-resolving chemistryclimate model (CCM) to systematically switch on and off the single factors and analyze their respective roles. We use National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)'s Community Earth System Model (CESM) version 1.0.2, a state-of-the-art coupled model system with the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM) version 4 as its atmospheric component.
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Our paper extends the study , who analyzed the influence of the QBO and ENSO on SSW frequency in a set of 30 year model simulations. They found no significant change in the number of SSWs when they removed the QBO or variable SSTs from their simulations but a significant drop in the frequency when both factors were removed at once. We now investigate longer simulations (two 56 year and two 145 year simulations) and additionally consider the influence of anthropogenic forcings.
In this study, we investigate not only the frequency of major warmings but also their life cycle, starting from its preconditioning in the troposphere to the warming event itself and the downward coupling to the troposphere afterward.
Several studies investigated the preconditioning of major SSWs and found a geographically dependent connection between different types of SSWs and tropospheric blockings [e.g., Quiroz, 1986; Taguchi, 2008; Martius et al., 2009; Woollings et al., 2010; Castanheira and Barriopedro, 2010; Nishii et al., 2011; Bancala et al., 2012] . Blockings are quasi-stationary and persistent anticyclonic systems with a strong meridional component that interrupts the zonal flow. Nishii et al. [2011] found that tropospheric blockings over the Euro-Atlantic sector tend to enhance upward planetary wave propagation and can lead to major warmings, while blockings over the western Pacific region tend to suppress planetary wave propagation and hence the development of SSWs. Martius et al. [2009] and Castanheira and Barriopedro [2010] distinguish between the influence of blockings on different types of SSW events: the vortex displacement events-where the vortex is shifted off the pole-which are often preceded by blockings in the Euro-Atlantic basin, and the vortex-splitting events-where the vortex breaks up into two subvortices of comparable size-which are more favorable after blockings in the Pacific. Bancala et al. [2012] , on the other hand, distinguish between "wave number-1" and "wave number-2" events based on the dominant wave pattern responsible for initiating the warming. They found that blockings in the Euro-Atlantic mostly lead to the development of wave number-1 events, and blockings in the Pacific mostly precede wave number-2 SSWs.
The warming event itself can be characterized by several benchmarks like its type (wave number-1 or wave number-2 [Yoden et al., 1999] , "split" or "displacement"), its strength, and its duration [de la Torre et al., 2012] . In this study, we investigate if and how natural and anthropogenic factors influence these characteristics of major warmings.
We also analyze possible differences in the surface response following a major warming. When the geopotential height anomaly propagates down to the troposphere after major warmings [Quiroz, 1977; Kodera and Chiba, 1995; Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001; Thompson et al., 2002; Mitchell et al., 2013] , the resulting surface pattern strongly projects onto the negative phase of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) or the Arctic Oscillation (AO) [Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001; . Mitchell et al. [2013] showed by analyzing reanalysis data that vortex split events lead to positive (negative) temperature anomalies over North America (Europe) while the surface response to vortex displacement events is much weaker. found an additional surface anomaly to occur over the Pacific after SSW events which is reminiscent of the Pacific-North American pattern (PNA) [Wallace and Gutzler, 1981] .
This paper is structured as follows: section 2 describes the CESM model and the CESM sensitivity experiments. Section 3 explains the major warming identification algorithm and the blocking index used in our analysis. In section 4, the SSW frequency as well as the climatological background state of the NH polar winter stratosphere are analyzed for the different sensitivity experiments. Section 5 then examines differences in the evolution of SSW events (preconditioning, mature and declining phase) for all simulations. Finally, the results are summarized and discussed in section 6.
Model Description, Experiments, and Reanalysis Data
The forcing experiments analyzed in this study were performed with the Community Earth System Model (CESM), developed at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). CESM is a state-of-the-art coupled model system which is based upon the Community Climate System Model (CCSM4) [Gent et al., 2011] . It includes an interactive ocean Parallel Ocean Program (POP), land Community Land Model (CLM), sea ice Community Ice CodE (CICE), and atmosphere (optionally WACCM or Community Atmosphere Model (CAM)) component . For the simulations analyzed here, CESM was used in its version 1.0.2 with the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM) version 4 as the atmospheric component, designated CESM1(WACCM) in Marsh et al. [2013] . WACCM is a fully interactive chemistry-climate model which has been used independently in many studies of middle to upper atmosphere dynamics and HANSEN ET AL.
©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. chemistry [e.g., Taguchi and Hartmann, 2006; Matthes et al., 2010; Garcia et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2011; Limpasuvan et al., 2012; Matthes et al., 2013] . It extends from the Earth's surface to ∼140 km altitude [Garcia et al., 2007; Richter et al., 2010] and is used here on a horizontal grid of 1.9 × 2.5
• (latitude × longitude) and on 66 vertical levels. Chemistry is calculated interactively in the chemistry module based on version 3 of the Model for OZone And Related chemical Tracers (MOZART) . The interactive ocean and sea ice components are run on a 1
• × 1 • triangular horizontal grid and are described in Holland et al. [2012] and Danabasoglu et al. [2012] . Note that the amplitude of ENSO is overestimated compared to observations .
To study the influence of natural and anthropogenic factors on SSWs, four different simulations were performed where these factors were systematically switched on and off to allow the separation of the individual contributions. A summary of the experiments is given in Table 1 . Due to the complexity of the model system and the fact that chemistry is calculated interactively in WACCM, the computational effort of CESM is extremely high so that only one run per experiment could be performed.
All factors considered in this study, namely, anthropogenic forcings, the QBO, and SSTs (including sea ice concentrations), were used for the 145 year CESM "GHG" experiment. GHGs and ODSs follow observations from 1955 to 2005, and the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5) Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP) Scenario 8.5 thereafter until 2099 [Meinshausen et al., 2011; Taylor et al., 2012] . The QBO is nudged between 22
• S and N as described in Matthes et al. [2010] and Hansen et al. [2013] and extended into the future by projecting Fourier coefficients of the oscillation. The solar cycle is prescribed as spectrally resolved daily variations following Lean et al. [2005] ; for the 21st century, the last four solar cycles before 2005 are repeated. Of all the experiments which were performed, the GHG simulation is the one whose forcings are closest to observations in the twentieth century. This simulation is similar to the CESM1 (WACCM) RCP8.5 simulation submitted to CMIP5 by the NCAR CESM group [Hurrell et al., 2013] .
In the "NATURAL" experiment only natural and no anthropogenic forcings are considered. This is done by keeping GHGs and ODSs fixed at the 1960s level over the whole simulation period ; for CO 2 , e.g., this means an annual mean value of 316 ppmv). All other settings are equivalent to the GHG experiment.
The "Fixed SSTs" simulation uses the same forcings as the NATURAL experiment except that the underlying SSTs and sea ice for the 56 simulated years were computed as the climatological monthly varying fields from the NATURAL experiment. As this simulation does not contain interannual variations in SSTs, the interannual memory of the ocean is switched off and it does not include oceanic phenomena such as ENSO or extratropical interdecadal and intradecadal Atlantic and Pacific variability. Of the factors investigated in this study, the only interannually varying forcing here is the QBO. Consequently, this experiment can be used to investigate the pure QBO effect without any influence of oceanic variability signals.
The 56 year "NOQBO" experiment (spanning the period 1955-2010 as in Fixed SSTs) uses again the same settings as the NATURAL simulation but without the QBO nudging. This leads to relatively constant weak easterlies of about −10 m/s in the equatorial stratosphere instead of the quasi-biennial oscillation between westerly and easterly winds in this region. Thus, the SSTs and sea ice are the only interannually varying forcing in this experiment which makes it well suited for analyzing pure SST and sea ice induced signals, especially those associated with ENSO.
This set of sensitivity experiments will be used in the following to systematically study the influence of natural and anthropogenic factors on SSWs. We compare the results of the sensitivity simulations to the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Re-Analyis (ERA) products ERA40 [Uppala et al., 2004] and ERA-Interim [Simmons et al., 2006] , which have been combined into one data set as described in Blume et al. [2012] , referred to as "ERA" hereafter. This combined data set resolves the stratosphere up to 1 hPa and spans the period from 1958 to 2012. reverses from westerly to easterly [Andrews et al., 1987; Labitzke and Naujokat, 2000] . Many studies which deal with different questions on SSWs consider the wind criterion only and neglect the temperature difference between 60
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• N and 90
• N [e.g., Garfinkel et al., 2012; Schimanke et al., 2013] . Another approach is to use the first empirical orthogonal function (EOF) and its respective principal component (PC), e.g., of geopotential height anomalies (which then defines the Northern Annular Mode (NAM) [Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001] ) or of zonal mean zonal wind anomalies at 50 hPa (as done by Limpasuvan et al. [2004] ) to define disturbed NH winter states. [2004] analyzed potential vorticity in the context of stratospheric NAM events, and recently Mitchell et al. [2013] used the distribution of potential vorticity for the definition of weak vortex events.
Black and McDaniel
We follow the original WMO definition of SSWs: a major warming is identified if between November and April (1) the zonal mean zonal wind at 60
• N, 10 hPa is easterly and (2) the temperature difference between 60 and 90
• N at 10 hPa is positive for at least 5 days within the period from 10 days before to 4 days after the day of the wind reversal, which is referred to hereafter as the central date of the warming (following WMO; Labitzke and Naujokat [2000] ). No second warming can be defined within a period of 20 days after a major warming event, and all fluctuations around zero wind speed during this period are then counted as one event.
In this study, we will neglect minor warmings, which are disturbed states of the NH winter stratosphere with an anomalous increase in temperature but without a reversal of the circulation [Labitzke and Naujokat, 2000] , and final warmings, which indicate the return to the summer circulation. We will focus only on major warmings, as they are the strongest manifestation of the dynamical coupling between the stratosphere and the troposphere.
Applying our identification algorithm to ERA leads to a total number of 26 major warmings in the period 1958-2002, i.e., three fewer than in which is due to the additionally applied temperature criterion, and 31 major warmings in the period 1958-2012.
We used the method described in to compute the statistical significance of the difference in major warming frequency between two different data sets with a two-sided t test. argue that one can assume every winter to be an independent observation of the major warming frequency per winter. Then, an expected value and a standard error of the frequency can be computed, and two data sets can be compared with a two-sided t test.
Blockings
Several studies found a relation between the occurrence of SSWs and tropospheric blockings in the Euro-Atlantic and Pacific region [e.g., Quiroz, 1986; Taguchi, 2008; Martius et al., 2009; Woollings et al., 2010; Castanheira and Barriopedro, 2010; Bancala et al., 2012] . We will test in this study whether this relationship holds in our model and how it depends on the different factors. We compute a daily blocking index following Tibaldi and Molteni [1990] which depends on the geopotential height fields at 500 hPa and compares midlatitudes (60 • N) with higher (80 • N) and lower (40 • N) latitudes. According to this definition, a longitude is defined as being blocked if the geopotential height gradient between midlatitudes and lower latitudes is positive and the gradient between high latitudes and midlatitudes falls below −10 m per degree. This has to be fulfilled over at least three adjacent longitudes (i.e., 5
• for our longitudinal resolution of 2.5 • ) and for at least 5 days.
Stratospheric Sudden Warming Frequency
In this section the seasonal distribution of major warmings over NH winter months is presented for the different experiments. Afterward, we address differences in the major warming distributions by examining differences in the climatological background winds, waves, and wave-mean flow interaction. Figure 1 shows the seasonal distribution (November through April) of major warmings for ERA and our four CESM sensitivity experiments in relative frequency of warming events per month and year. The observed SSW distribution (ERA, black bars) is well known: the frequency of major warmings increases steadily from November until its maximum of 0.23 events per year in January and decreases steadily afterward until the end of the winter. The average frequency of major warmings for the period 1958-2012 obtained for ERA with our selection algorithm is 0.56 events per year.
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For the GHG experiment, we analyzed the 20th and 21st centuries separately (not shown) to detect potential differences in major warming frequency that might occur due to the strong GHG forcing (the RCP8.5 scenario). We neither found an increase in the number of major warmings until the end of the 21st century as was reported, e.g., in Huebener et al. [2007] , Charlton-Perez et al. [2008] , Bell et al. [2009] , Schimanke et al. [2013] , and Ayarzagüena et al. [2013] , nor a decrease as found by Rind et al. [1998] , so our results are in line with Butchart et al. [2000] ; SPARC CCMVal [2010] and Mitchell et al. [2012] . Therefore, we will not distinguish between the two centuries in the following analysis but analyze the entire period from 1955 to 2099.
No large differences in SSW frequency are seen between ERA and the CESM sensitivity experiments in early winter (November and December), with the exception of the GHG experiment (blue bars) showing a higher major warming frequency in November. During January and February, all simulations show a lower major warming frequency than ERA, except the NOQBO experiment (orange bars), which shows a higher SSW frequency than ERA in February and a notably higher frequency than the other three runs in both months. This endures until March, although the differences become smaller.
Over the whole winter season, we find the highest SSW frequency in the NOQBO experiment, where 0.61 events per winter occur during the simulation period . The fewest SSWs occur in the Fixed SSTs run (green bars; 0.34 events per year between 1955 and 2010) where the seasonal distribution is very flat. The applied t test reveals that the differences between the major warming frequencies in NOQBO and Fixed SSTs are statistically significant at the 95% confidence interval and between the major warming frequencies in NOQBO and both GHG and NATURAL at the 90% confidence interval. That means that in our simulations variable SSTs and the QBO influence the number of SSWs significantly, while anthropogenic GHGs and ODSs do not have a measurable effect. A summary of the number and frequency of major warmings in ERA and the CESM sensitivity experiments can be found in the second and third columns in Table 2 . a In the fourth column, the three numbers indicate how many of the total number of SSWs (see first column) are preceded by a blocking in either the Atlantic or the Pacific or in both of the regions. The fifth column divides the total number of SSWs in wave numbers 1, 2, and 3 SSWs, and the eighth column in displace and split SSWs. See text for further details. Our result that removing one factor, the QBO or variable SSTs, significantly changes (increases or decreases, respectively) the SSW frequency is different from the results of Richter et al. [2011] who only found a significant decrease (and a significant impact on the climatological background state) when both QBO and SST variability were removed. However, our simulations are almost twice as long and therefore provide better statistics for the detection of variability beyond the internal variability of the polar vortex.
In our simulation, we find clusters of major SSWs throughout the different simulations which are similar to observations (not shown). In GHG, NATURAL, and Fixed SSTs, there are two to three periods of about 10 years without any major SSWs, and in all simulations there is at least one decade with eight or nine major SSWs. However, the time series are too short for a detailed analysis of low-frequency fluctuations of major SSW occurrence.
Climatological NH Winter Conditions
SSWs are prominent examples of wave-mean flow interaction. Therefore, the differences in the major warming frequency between the different sensitivity experiments may arise from either (a) differences in the climatological stratospheric polar night jet (PNJ) (which is influenced by the natural and anthropogenic factors), (b) differences in planetary wave generation and/or propagation, (c) differences in the interaction between these waves with the mean flow, or from a combination of all. This will be investigated in the following section. Figure 2 is the development of the daily zonal mean zonal wind at 60
PNJ Strength and Variability Shown in
• N, 10 hPa, showing the average (solid lines) and the interannual standard deviation (dashed lines) over all winters for ERA and the CESM sensitivity experiments. The PNJ strength and evolution differ remarkably between ERA and the CESM simulations: while in ERA the wind increases until the end of December to a maximum of about 37 m/s, it stays almost constantly around 30 m/s from November on in CESM.
The zonal mean zonal wind develops similarly in the CESM experiments until the middle of January. Then two "extreme" cases develop: the highest PNJ wind speeds are found in the Fixed SSTs experiment and the lowest wind speeds in the NOQBO experiment, with differences of up to about 6-8 m/s in February and March. These two experiments also have statistically significant differences between the major warming frequency (see previous section), which are most prominent in January through March and therefore consistent with the findings here. The GHG and NATURAL experiments show PNJ strengths that lie between the two extreme cases.
Our knowledge about the dynamics between the equatorial QBO and the polar stratosphere implies a comparably weaker, and hence more easily disturbed, vortex in the NOQBO simulation, because the equatorial stratospheric winds in this experiment resemble a permanent easterly phase of the QBO. The effect of removing the QBO westerly phase is strongest from the end of December until the middle of March, which is consistent with the influence on major warming frequency which is also strongest in these months.
In the Fixed SSTs run, in contrast, the vortex is stronger and therefore less easily disturbed, probably because this simulation lacks El Niño events, which have been shown to significantly weaken the stratospheric polar vortex due to enhanced tropospheric wave forcing [Van Loon and Labitzke, 1987] .
In our GHG simulation, a weakening of the stratospheric PNJ occurs poleward and upward of 60 • N, 10 hPa, until the end of the 21st century due to increasing anthropogenic GHGs, together with a strengthening HANSEN ET AL.
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(and shift) of the tropospheric subtropical jet (not shown), which is a robust outcome of tropospheric warming and stratospheric cooling under increased GHGs [see, e.g., Shepherd and Mclandress, 2011] . The region around 60
• N, 10 hPa, which is shown in Figure 2 and where the wind criterion for the major warming definition is applied, lies exactly in the transition between these two opposed signals, so that no trend is seen here. Therefore, it is consistent to see no change in SSW frequency due to increasing anthropogenic GHGs in our study.
From the middle of April on, the PNJ strength again evolves very similarly in the CESM experiments, though a remarkably large difference of about half a month exists in the vortex breakup day, i.e., the return to summer circulation, between ERA (13 April) and CESM (23 to 28 April).
The interannual variability, shown as interannual standard deviation in dashed lines in Figure 2 , is higher in ERA than in the CESM simulations throughout January and February. This is consistent with the finding of a higher major warming frequency in ERA, especially in January, but the differences in standard deviation between ERA and CESM become smaller in PNJ regions closer to the pole. However, no remarkable differences are seen between the simulations.
Wave Generation
Besides an impact on the PNJ strength and variability, the different factors might have an impact on the generation of waves in the troposphere, which could then lead to differences in the propagation of these waves into the stratosphere and the PNJ region and hence have an effect on SSWs. To analyze a possible influence on wave generation, we investigate the amplitudes of the geopotential height (GPH) waves in the troposphere and distinguish between planetary (wave numbers 1-3) and smaller-scale (wave numbers >3) waves. Figure 3 shows the amplitude of these waves for the NATURAL simulation (first row) averaged over December and January, i.e., up to 1 month before the largest differences between the CESM sensitivity simulations in major warming frequency occur (see Figure 1) . The second to fourth rows in Figure 3 show differences in wave amplitudes between the GHG, the Fixed SSTs, and the NOQBO simulation with respect to the NATURAL simulation.
The amplitudes of planetary waves (left column) are significantly reduced in the Fixed SSTs experiment poleward of around 40
• N throughout the middle to upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. This is according to our expectations, since planetary waves are, e.g., generated due to SST variabilities which are reduced in this experiment. The NOQBO simulation shows a similar response as the Fixed SSTs run in midlatitudes, though the negative signal is less statistically significant. Increasing GHGs lead to an upward shift of the wave amplitude maximum with a significant reduction of planetary wave amplitudes in the troposphere but a significant increase in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere.
The strongest influence on smaller-scale waves (right column in Figure 3 ) is seen in the GHG experiment, where a significant amplitude increase centered around 50
• N, 200 hPa occurs. The responses in both the Fixed SSTs and the NOQBO experiments are smaller compared to the GHG simulation and confined to the middle troposphere.
In summary, the effects of fixing the SSTs and switching off the QBO on wave generation are similar. Differences between both experiments which occur in the stratosphere might therefore be dominated by differences in the background winds and therefore wave propagation and wave-mean flow interactions. This will be further investigated in the following section.
Wave Propagation and Wave-Mean Flow Interaction
To analyze the strength and propagation direction of planetary waves, we use the Eliassen-Palm (EP) flux vector which is described in the Transformed Eulerian Mean (TEM) framework [Andrews et al., 1987] . The divergence of the EP flux vector describes the interaction of resolved waves with the mean flow: in a region of EP flux divergence (convergence), the mean flow is accelerated to the east (west), e.g., prevailing westerly winds are accelerated (decelerated).
We compare the PNJ strength (represented by the zonal mean zonal wind), the EP flux vector, and its divergence averaged over January-February (JF), as the influence of the different factors on SSW frequency was found to be largest in these months. Figure 4a shows these three parameters for the NATURAL simulation. To highlight differences due to the different factors, Figures 4b-4d show these parameters for the GHG, the Fixed SSTs, and the NOQBO simulations as differences with respect to the NATURAL experiment. In JF, upward propagation of planetary waves from the troposphere into the stratospheric PNJ region occurs HANSEN ET AL.
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• N above 200 hPa throughout the stratosphere. Together with enhanced convergence (and therefore PNJ deceleration) on the equatorward flank of the polar vortex, all this results in a weak, more disturbed and warmer vortex and is therefore consistent with the previous finding of an increased major warming frequency in this simulation.
The GHG experiment shows the largest changes of all simulations in EP flux divergence in the midlatitude to high-latitude troposphere. These changes might result from the statistically significant changes in smaller-scale wave amplitudes in these regions, which are considerably smaller in the other experiments ( Figure 3 ).
In summary, the differences in SSW frequency can be explained by differences in PNJ strength, resulting mainly from differences in wave propagation and wave-mean flow interaction and less from differences in wave generation: fewest SSWs occur without SST variability, where we find the strongest PNJ and reduced wave (generation and) propagation into the vortex region, and most SSWs occur without QBO nudging, where the PNJ is weakest of all experiments and where wave propagation into the PNJ region is enhanced. The interannual variability in PNJ strength is not changed significantly by the respective factors.
Major Warming Life Cycles
In the previous section we have compared the occurrence frequency of SSWs for different forcing factors and saw that removing SST and QBO variability has the largest effect on the number of SSWs, because it has the strongest influence on the polar stratospheric basic state due to changes in planetary wave propagation and in the mean flow. Here we will focus on the warming event itself to examine whether and how the different factors affect the life cycle of SSWs. We will start with the preconditioning phase, then investigate the phase around the central date, and finally study the coupling to the troposphere afterward. Figure 5 shows the frequency of days with a tropospheric blocking in the NH extended winter season (October through April) over longitude, comparing ERA and the four CESM sensitivity experiments. Two frequency maxima can be detected in all data sets: one in the Euro-Atlantic (60 • W-45
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• E) and a second one in the Pacific (135
Both maxima are remarkably reduced in CESM by about 20%, and the maximum in the Atlantic is shifted eastward by about 30
• . An underestimation of blockings in climate models is a common model bias and well documented, e.g., in Scaife et al. [2010] and Anstey et al. [2013] . For CESM, the reduced frequency of blocking occurrence seen over the whole extended winter season has been shown in Marsh et al. [2013] . Blocking is reduced in all months but particularly in December and January (not shown) which is congruent with the reduced SSW frequency in these months (Figure 1 ). For the Pacific, the blocking frequency is too low for all months.
In GHG, NATURAL, and NOQBO, 40% of all SSWs are preceded by a blocking in at least one of the two regions, which is mainly the Euro-Atlantic area (see Table 2 , fourth column). Comparing all CESM experiments, most blockings in the context of SSWs occur in the Fixed SSTs experiment where in 58% of all cases SSWs are preceded by at least one blocking and 16% by a blocking in both the Atlantic and Pacific regions. However, this is still less than in ERA, where around 80% of all SSWs are preceded by at least one blocking. The occurrence thereby refers to the period of up to 10 days prior to the central date. If we consider a period of 20 days before the major warming, around 55% (78%) of all events are preceded by at least one blocking in GHG, NATURAL, and NOQBO (Fixed SSTs). Because the number of major warmings preceded or not preceded by blocking is about the same, we cannot detect a general statistical relationship between the occurrence of blockings and SSWs. Bancala et al. [2012] showed, for observational and model data, that blockings in the Euro-Atlantic are related to wave number-1 major warmings and blockings in the Pacific to wave number-2 major warmings. To investigate that for our CESM sensitivity experiments, we classified all major warmings as wave number-1 (W1), 2 (W2), or 3 (W3) events. This is done by comparing the amplitudes of geopotential height waves 1, 2, and 3 at 60
• N at 10 and 50 hPa as well as the waves 1 and 2 components of the heatflux at 60
• N, 100 hPa, computed as described by Pawson and Kubitz [1996] , during the phase of strongest intensification. While in ERA about 25% of all major warmings are W2 events (and the remaining 75% are W1 events), we find only very few W2 events in our CESM experiments: three (of 60 events) in GHG, one in NATURAL, and two in the Fixed SSTs simulation (Table 2 , fifth column). This may be related to the reduced frequency of tropospheric blockings discussed above, since especially blockings in the Pacific have been mentioned to be able to induce W2 events [Martius et al., 2009; Castanheira and Barriopedro, 2010; Bancala et al., 2012] . In our simulations, three of the six W2 events are preceded by a blocking in at least one of the two regions, Euro-Atlantic or Pacific. Interestingly, two W3 events occur in the NATURAL experiment which, at least to our knowledge, has not been reported before. These events are very weak in terms of easterly winds and temperature anomaly at the central date. However, these W3 events could also be a model artifact and need further investigation.
To further investigate the planetary wave behavior prior to the central date, we computed composites of daily anomalies of heat flux wave components 1 and 2 at 60
• N, 100 hPa, over all SSWs following Pawson and Kubitz [1996] , as well as daily anomalies of GPH wave 1 and 2 amplitudes at 60
• N, 10 hPa. This is shown in Figure 6 for the period of 40 days prior to the SSW to 40 days after. For ERA, we see an increase in both the HANSEN ET AL.
©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. heatflux wave 1 and wave 2 components before the major warming, with a maximum around 5 to 3 days before the central date. The GPH wave 1 at 10 hPa shows a maximum around 17 days before the central date. The figure reveals some similarities and differences between ERA and CESM and between the forcing experiments: all simulations show a peak in the heatflux wave 1 component around 3 days before the central date which is slightly overestimated but otherwise comparable to the observed peak in ERA. However, only in the Fixed SSTs simulation, the heatflux wave 1 and wave 2 components are about the same magnitude (solid and dashed green lines, upper part), whereas in the other CESM sensitivity experiments, the wave 1 component clearly dominates. In the NATURAL experiment, major warmings are preceded by an anomalous increase of heatflux and GPH wave 1 (red solid lines) which starts more than 5 weeks before the warming. Although the anomalies in the heatflux wave 1 component increase from 15 days before the warming on, the GPH wave 1 anomalies do not increase any further. This indicates a strong wave forcing from the troposphere which does not reach the 10 hPa level, which is shown in Figure 6 , but propagates only up to around 30 hPa (not shown). This is especially different from the GHG experiment where the largest anomalies of all simulations occur in both heatflux and GPH wave 1 components (blue solid lines) from around 12 days before the warming on, suggesting that the tropospheric wave forcing prior to major warmings induces wave 1 propagation up to higher levels.
In the previous section we have seen a strong influence on the SSW frequency by the SST variability and the QBO; in this section we found that for the GPH planetary wave behavior during the preconditioning phase of major warmings, anthropogenic GHGs and ODSs play an important role by influencing the propagation and stratospheric influence of the tropospheric wave 1 forcing.
Around the Central Date
To examine some characteristics of major warmings around the central date, we first analyze the development of zonal wind and temperature in the vortex region. For this we computed composites over all SSWs of height-time sections of zonal mean zonal wind at 60
• N and anomalies of polar cap (60-90
• N) zonal mean temperature, shown in Figure 7 . Values which are statistically significant at the 95% level are color shaded. Following de la Torre et al. [2012] or Kolstad and Charlton-Perez [2011] , statistical significance of the composites is checked via a Monte Carlo method, where the "real" composite is tested against a 1000-member ensemble of random composites, each containing the same number of elements as the real composite and taking into account the months of the SSWs.
Directly around the central date, we see easterly winds in ERA and all simulations (left column in Figure 7) , one criterion to define the major warmings. While these easterlies extend roughly between 15 and 0.02 hPa in the GHG, Fixed SSTs, and NOQBO experiment, they are bounded between 15 and 0.2 hPa in NATURAL, i.e., the easterlies do not reach as high as in the other experiments. The strongest easterlies which fall below −20 m/s can be found in the GHG experiment.
Already 5 weeks before the central date, statistically significant strong westerlies in the upper stratosphere precede the upcoming warming event in the NATURAL simulation. These wind anomalies are accompanied by positive anomalies of zonal mean polar cap temperature (right column in Figure 7 ) which are also statistically significant from 35 days before the major warming on and show a distinct maximum around 3 hPa at 25 days before the central date. This anomaly maximum in the prewarming phase was already described in the previous section as a maximum in wave activity starting 35 days before the central date. We find that this maximum is not due to the multiple occurrence of two SSWs at intervals of 25 days in a winter. Instead, we see that in several cases in NATURAL the zonal wind reverses in the upper stratosphere around 30-20 days before the central date of a warming which involves the warming anomaly seen at these lead times. As the wind reversal does not reach down to 10 hPa, no major but a minor SSW is defined in these cases. In the NOQBO simulation a "prewarming" seems to occur around 10 days before the major warming, which is seen as a maximum in positive temperature anomalies around 2 hPa. No comparable, statistically significant prewarming occurs in the Fixed SSTs simulation and in ERA, where the onset of the warmings occurs quite abruptly. After the central date, the warming anomaly propagates downward and then slowly fades out around 100 hPa in ERA and the CESM sensitivity runs. The downward propagation and surface impact after the warming will be further investigated in the next section.
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To give another measure for the SSWs in the different CESM experiments, we calculated the duration and the amplitude of all events similar to de la Torre et al. [2012] . The duration of a SSW is defined as the number of consecutive days with easterlies at 60
• N, 10 hPa; the amplitude is computed as the mean polar cap Table 2 in the sixth and seventh columns, with the numbers in brackets denoting the minimum and maximum values. For both duration and amplitude the differences are not statistically significant between any experiments or ERA, as tested with a two-sided t test. We also investigated if there are any differences in duration or amplitude between events that are preceded by Euro-Atlantic or Pacific blockings (see previous section) and found that SSWs which follow a Euro-Atlantic blocking are generally (in all simulations and ERA) longer than those preceded by a Pacific blocking (Figure 8 , right part).
To distinguish between vortex split and displacement events, a distinction which refers to the wave number directly around the central date, we did a subjective analysis (like in de la Torre et al. [2012] ) of the GPH fields at 10 hPa around the central date of the major warmings. The number of vortex split and displacement events is given in Table 2 in the eighth column. We found a few split SSWs in the CESM simulations, but compared to ERA, where more than 40% of all SSWs are classified as these events, their number is highly underestimated in CESM. This makes it difficult to do any further analysis with the distinction between displacement and split events or to draw any conclusions on this point. For the duration and amplitude of displacement and (the very few) split events, we did not find any significant differences.
After the Major Warming: Surface Impact
Strong major warmings have been shown to couple down from the stratosphere to the troposphere and have a significant influence on the surface circulation [e.g., Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001; Mitchell et al., 2013] . The most common method to investigate stratosphere-troposphere coupling is to analyze indices of the Northern and Southern Annular Modes (NAM and SAM) [Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001] . We also use the NAM index to see whether any differences in the downward coupling occur in our CESM sensitivity experiments.
The NAM index is computed as the principal component ( In Figure 9 , composites of the time-height development of the NAM index are shown for all SSWs in ERA and all CESM experiments. During major warmings, the NAM index is negative (red colors in Figure 9 ) at almost HANSEN ET AL.
©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. all heights, with a minimum at the central date. In all simulations and in ERA we see a coupling to the troposphere indicated by the "dripping paint"-like negative NAM index in different periods after the central date.
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In ERA, the two most pronounced periods of coupling to the troposphere occur around 20 and 40 days after the central date, accompanied by an almost continuous statistically significant surface signal. In the GHG experiment, a significant influence on the surface occurs almost continuously between 7 and 50 days after the central date. The NATURAL simulation shows a similar behavior, especially in the significant downward coupling and surface imprint signals in the period 1-4 weeks after the central date. A very persistent statistically significant coupling of about 50 days to the troposphere and impact on the surface occurs in the NOQBO run. In contrast to the other experiments and ERA, only one short remarkable period of coupling to the troposphere can be found in the Fixed SSTs simulation, namely, after day 30, lasting about a week. This suggests that varying SSTs are needed to transport the signal of major warmings from the stratosphere to the troposphere.
In a last step, we examine the resulting surface impact pattern in the different simulations in more detail. For this we compute composites of all major warmings for sea level pressure (SLP) anomalies as 10 day averages in the periods before and after the central date of the warming. In Figure 10 these composites are shown exemplarily for the periods 20-10 days before, 5 days before to 5 days after, and 10-20 days after the major warming. In ERA and in the CESM sensitivity experiments the SLP anomalies before the central date resemble the positive phase of the Pacific-North American pattern (PNA) [Wallace and Gutzler, 1981] , which was also described by . Additionally, a positive SLP anomaly occurs above the Eurasian continent; however, not all these signals are statistically significant in all simulations. The positive SLP anomaly above the Pacific persists through the central date and is still visible after the major warming in the GHG simulation.
Around and after the central date, the statistically significant SLP anomaly signals in ERA resemble a negative NAO pattern. The negative anomalies in the midlatitudes move from the central North Atlantic to the Mediterranean after the central date. In the GHG, NATURAL, and NOQBO simulation, the positive polar SLP anomaly is surrounded by a circular negative anomaly after the central date, making the signal resemble a negative AO (the "surface NAM") [Thompson and Wallace, 1998 ] pattern. However, the regions with statistically significant anomalies can mainly be found in the lower to midlatitudes between 30 • W and 120
• E, i.e., over the North Atlantic, Europe, North Africa and the Asian continent.
As found before for the coupling to the troposphere shown with the NAM index, only small differences occur between the GHG and the NATURAL simulation in the SLP surface response after the central date.
In the NOQBO simulations, the negative AO pattern following major warmings has its maximum around 20-30 days after the central date (not shown), i.e., 10 days later than in the other simulations. In the Fixed SSTs experiment, the surface influence of major warmings does not only occur over a shorter period of time as seen before but potentially also over a smaller region, with the negative anomalies in the midlatitudes reduced to south Europe and north Africa. However, the latter finding might also be misinterpreted from a signal where the statistical significance is lower than in the other signals because of the small number of major warmings in the Fixed SSTs experiment. It therefore has to be confirmed, e.g., in longer simulations, if the ocean is really, as it seems here, influencing the stratosphere-troposphere coupling after major warmings and the persistence of the warmings's surface signal.
The surface impact of the major warmings can also be seen in anomalous SST signals both in the Atlantic and in the Pacific region (not shown) and is preserved longer in the CESM experiments with interactive ocean. According to Barsugli and Battisti [1998] , this could be explained with the internal damping of anomalies due to surface heat fluxes which is enhanced when ocean and atmosphere are not coupled interactively, as in the Fixed SSTs simulation. Without an interactive but with a prescribed ocean, the enhanced damping reduces the variance in the atmosphere [Barsugli and Battisti, 1998 ].
In summary we find that for the tropospheric impact of major SSWs-a pattern which strongly projects on the NAO or AO and which lasts around 4 weeks-removing interannual SST variability and two-way ocean/atmosphere coupling seems to reduce the tropospheric signature in space and time. Removing the QBO seems to shift the period of significant influence by about 10 days.
Conclusions
In this study, we have investigated the influence of different natural and anthropogenic factors, namely, anthropogenic GHGs and ODSs, interannual SST variability, and the QBO, on major stratospheric warmings. For this, we have performed a set of sensitivity simulations with NCAR's CESM-WACCM model where we systematically switched on and off these factors, as summarized in Table 1 . We analyzed differences in the frequency and distribution of major warmings and if these differences result from climatological differences in planetary wave generation, wave propagation, and wave-mean flow interaction. Afterward, we investigated the warming event itself, from its preconditioning phase until the downward coupling and surface impact afterward.
We found the following:
1. The frequency of major warmings is significantly increased by removing stratospheric variability provoked by the equatorial QBO, while it is significantly decreased when interannual SST variability and two-way atmosphere-ocean interaction is removed. These changes are consistent with differences in the climatological strength of the stratospheric polar night jet (PNJ) together with differences in climatological wave propagation and wave-mean flow interaction which, in turn, are all influenced by the QBO and SST variability. When QBO nudging is switched off and equatorial winds are in permanent easterly phase, planetary wave propagation from the troposphere into the PNJ region is enhanced, which leads to stronger deceleration of the PNJ through wave-mean flow interaction and, thus, to a weaker vortex that allows more major warmings to occur. Without SST variability, in contrast, the wave forcing from the troposphere is reduced, which means that the vortex is stronger and hence less easily disturbed.
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Although the QBO and SST variability already have an influence on the generation of planetary waves in the troposphere, this does not seem to be the decisive factor for the differences in SSWs. 2. Anthropogenic GHGs and ODSs have some influence on the prewarming phase of the major warming events, i.e., the weeks before the central date. The GHG simulation shows an anomalous increase of the geopotential height wave 1 component starting several weeks before the warming, which does not occur in the other simulations where the GHGs are kept fixed at the 1960s level. In the simulation without anthropogenic forcing, a minor warming occurs in many cases around 5 weeks before the major warming, leading to a polar vortex which is already weakened before SSW occurrence. 3. In the phase following the central date, all experiments show a significant downward coupling to the troposphere and surface signature, which strongly projects on the negative NAO or AO pattern. It lasts around 4 weeks, probably due to the persistence of the signal in the ocean, but seems to be altered by the QBO and SST variability. Without the QBO, the 30 day period of significant surface influence is shifted by about 10 days. When the SSTs do not vary from year to year, the tropospheric signature seems to be confined to a smaller area (above the pole and the eastern North Atlantic) and a shorter period of time (between days 30 and 40 after the central date). This could be due to enhanced internal damping, which occurs when the ocean and atmosphere are not coupled interactively [Barsugli and Battisti, 1998 ]; however, this hypothesis has to be confirmed by future studies investigating more SSW cases, as the relatively low number of major warmings in the Fixed SSTs experiment does not allow final conclusions. The surface impact of major warmings in CESM-WACCM will not change significantly even under extreme (RCP8.5) global warming conditions.
Although many studies have reported a relationship between tropospheric blocking and the occurrence of major warmings, we can neither confirm nor negate this connection from our analysis, and we did not find any differences due to the different factors. However, this might be due to the inherent underestimation of Atlantic and Pacific blockings in the CESM model which has been documented for several models, e.g., in CMIP3 and CMIP5 [Scaife et al., 2010; Anstey et al., 2013] , and which might be due to the relatively coarse horizontal resolution used in these models [Jung et al., 2012] . Although the average amplitude and duration of major warmings does not seem to be influenced by the different factors, we found that SSWs preceded by a Euro-Atlantic blocking are on average longer than those which follow a Pacific blocking.
None of our simulations were able to reproduce the observed frequency of W2 and vortex split events; instead, almost all major warmings are W1 and vortex displacement warmings. This might also be due to the underestimation of blockings, as they (mainly the Pacific blockings) have been shown to often precede wave number 2 events.
With our study we confirm that all of the investigated factors influence several aspects of stratospheric warmings as described above; however, it is in general not easy to compare the effect of different factors directly, as they all influence atmospheric dynamics in different ways: the GHGs primarily act on the radiation budget, the QBO influences the dynamical stratospheric state, and the SSTs affect the lower to middle atmosphere from the lower boundary of the system. A subject of future studies is to deal with the quantification of the influence of the individual factors, e.g., by applying statistical methods. Knowledge about the absolute importance of the respective factors is crucial for the prediction of stratospheric polar vortex conditions and hence would increase the prediction skill for tropospheric weather.
